MEMO
March 13, 2017

TO:

Chief Financial Officers
Chief Operating Officers
Directors of Ambulatory Surgery Centers
Directors of Outpatient Services
Missouri Society of Healthcare Attorneys
Respiratory Therapists
Sleep Study Interest Group

FROM:

Jim Mikes
Vice President of Rural Advocacy and Regulation

SUBJECT:

Letter to Wisconsin Physicians Services

The enclosed letter is being sent to Wisconsin Physicians Services, the Medicare Administrative
Contractor for Missouri and five other states. Although WPS has no obligation to review or
respond to our letter, the Missouri Hospital Association feels it is important as your advocate to
be on the record in expressing our concerns regarding the recently implemented local coverage
determination for polysomnography and other sleep studies.
MHA is suggesting the hospitals impacted by this recent implementation formally request a
reconsideration of LCD L36839. The information contained in the attached letter may be used to
justify your request. We also suggest that you encourage physicians and patients affected by this
policy to also submit a request for reconsideration to WPS. As the MAC for all Part A and
Part B providers in Missouri, WPS is under no obligation to revise the current policy, however,
MHA feels it is important for all affected parties to voice their concerns over the lack of
notification and total absence of education provided on the significant changes contained in this
LCD.
Hospitals and physicians may want to focus on the lack of notification and the inadequate
timeframe to achieve the required accreditation before implementation. Patients and their
advocates may wish to focus on the travel hardship created by the decrease in access to sleep lab

services. All stakeholders may want to mention the potential harm from delayed diagnostic
testing related to decreased access.
Consider customizing your request to better reflect your organization’s situation.
Requests for LCD reconsideration should be addressed to:
Cheryl L. Ray, D.O., MBA, FACN
Lead Contractor Medical Director Medicare
Vice President Medicare Clinical
WPS Government Health Administrators
1717 W. Broadway
P.O. Box 1787
Madison, WI 53701
Requests should be submitted by email to: policycomments@wpsic.com. The request should
specify LCD L36839. MHA suggests you request postponement of the effective date of L36839
for six to nine months to allow facilities to achieve accreditation from one of the three accepted
organizations. WPS’ timeline and notice procedures are contained in the attached letter. Use
this information to justify your request. Add your specific justification as appropriate.
Questions regarding this process can be directed to me at jmikes@mhanet.com or 573/893-3700,
ext. 1393. MHA will be scheduling a webinar to answer members’ questions concerning this
policy.
Finally, if your organization has not yet subscribed to the WPS eNews service, we strongly
encourage you to do so. WPS considers this service as meeting their obligation to inform
providers and providers are responsible for maintaining knowledge of new and revised policies.
A link to subscribe to the WPS eNews service is available on the WPS home page.
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